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Abstract
The birthing body has been a site for locating competing claims of control from much before the
birth of modern medical knowledge, and the contestation carries on in our contemporary. What
makes for variety within this long-standing contestation are of course the shifting terms of
conflict. Broadly divided into three parts, this paper shall document the different formats and
priorities of the contestation project, which has actually been synonymous with a contestation
between the human attendants of birth. While in pre- and early modern times, especially in
Western Europe, this conflict played out between female and male healers, primarily over the
use and abuse of ‘supernatural power’, 19th century colonial Indian modernity saw the conflict
played out between institutionalization of the elite birthing body and the collective of
indigenous (i.e., ‘non-modern’) birth attendants. In the contemporary the contestation plays out
between statist development, and a rather fleeting and often vacuous category of the traditional
birth attendant.
Through these three sections what the paper shores up is the rather dynamic nature of violence
that has – largely surreptitiously – been precipitated on the female, indigenous birth attendant
by the male indigene, by the institution of modernity/obstetrics and by the development state.
Interesting then are the moments which nuance this seemingly linear narrative of the
perpetrator and the violated: this paper points to the complexities that the contestation
engendered during the late colonial period in India, when the dai-question was implicated
within the woman-question and the larger community of ‘women’ split along competing lines;
the paper not only shores up how, notwithstanding the efforts spanning centuries to eradicate
this non-modern category, modernity has failed to do so, but also argues that modernity has
constantly relied on its derogated underside, on its ‘lacking other’ to not just fortify the rationale
for its existence, but to actually shape its success points as well.
Keywords: Indigenous birth attendant, Dai, TBA, Woman Question, Modernity, Development
Early Politics around the Female Birth Attendant


A first story: the birth of the birth-attendant

In his ethnographic volume on the practices of midwifery in various pre- and early modern
communities, Harvey Graham describes the first European settlers on the island of Borneo
called the Dayaks, in whose cosmology there was a distinct moment marking the birth of
midwifery:
Kelili, whose wife was called Teburi, went into the jungle. Teburi was big with the child of
Kelili. Kelili moved without noise, seeking what food there might be. He came at length to
the place of the big monkeys. Kelili watched and saw what he had not seen before. A young
female, with a great belly, was calling out with pain. She crouched upon the ground and her
mate waited beside her. Kelili waited, waited for long till the birth was over. Then Kelili
marvelled, for he had seen how the husbands among the big monkeys, the maias, helped
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their wives at birth of their young. All this he remembered, and when the birth pains came to
Teburi he helped her, doing all that he had seen the maias doing. (1950, 1-2)

Though in this story it is the woman’s male partner who tends to her in labour, the much
commoner scenario – as also documented by Graham and others – is of the birthing woman
being attended to by other women; the latter were usually those who themselves had prior
experiences of giving birth. In tracing the possible genesis of the birth attendant, Graham
speculates that a “step forward is taken when the women of the family give way to “experienced
women”, who must be regarded as the forerunners of the first midwives” (7). However, at this
point, we could ask a rather foundational question: why at all did we – as a species – feel the
need to have someone attend to us at birth, particularly when no other mammal needs it?
The birth of a fully-formed foetus is considered a ‘natural’ process, common to the females of
the species. However, unlike the female human, other female mammals give birth on their own;
i.e., at the time of birth, the uterine contractions help the foetus descend down the birth canal, a
process which happens without assistance from any fellow creature. But the process is not as
simple for the human female: she usually finds it difficult to birth without assistance, especially
if it is her first birth. Karen Rosenberg, evolutionary anthropologist explains that the difficulty in
unassisted birth arises because of the upright biped structure of human beings, which makes
the birth canal curved and causes foetal restitution only in female humans, thereby suggesting
that evolutionary changes necessitated the role for assistance at childbirth.1 Though the literature
on the ‘early’ days of midwifery is placed between conjecture and deductions, what does seem
most likely is that for a long time to come, it were women who learnt the ropes of delivering
women, and a slow consolidation of skills and knowledge came into being, without – in all
likelihood – getting systematically organised and documented.
But notwithstanding this absence of systematization, a degree of power did accrue to the female
birth attendants and the larger community of female healers in Europe (Ehrenreich 2005), for
soon they became the unsettling focal points for aggressive confrontations by the Church and
elite-‘enlightened’ society at large.


Towards the periphery of practice

Graham observes that that “we know about babele xisi [female midwives of a certain
community] and about the [male] priest-physicians but we cannot know where one took over
from the other” (36, emphases added). A review of literature suggests that it were somewhere
around the 15th and 16th centuries that this ‘taking over’ began in the form of a gradual and
seemingly spontaneous project which we now know as the ‘witch hunt’ in Europe. It were
through the tropes of the ‘unseen’ and the ‘unnatural’ that women healers lost the ground to,
first, male healers and later and finally, to science: “We also know that many witches were
midwives or “wise women,” traditionally the depository of women’s reproductive knowledge

1

It thus becomes interesting to note that while in the last one century we have accused the ideology of modern
medicine for taking a natural process away from nature (by describing pregnancy as pathology), the very flow of
evolutionary trends (whereby we evolved into bipeds) took us away from the „original ways‟ of birthing. Of
course there is a significant difference between these two moves: while the role of the birth attendant at the
evolutionary level was to provide needed support, what happened in later days has been understood largely in
terms of intervention.
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and control (Midelfort 1972, 172, emphases added). Silvia Federici uses archival documents to
show how it was modernity, which, coupled with the growth of science, articulated the need for,
and designed ways, first of witch-making and subsequently, of witch-elimination. She shows
how political thinkers, statesmen, the clergy and artists rose up to the call to help the lay
population identify ‘witches’, and help society get cleansed by burning them at the stake (2013,
167-68). Federici focuses on the political agenda behind the witch-hunt which especially
gathered steam in the enlightenment period. While she suggests that the politics primarily
played out over the possession of power and control of the woman’s womb, it is also apparent
that the issue of colonising knowledge systems played its part in fuelling this drive. The impetus
to identify women healers as witches was propelled by claims over knowledge. English
anthropologist Margaret Murray in her work The Witch-Cult in Western Europe (1921) shows
that a large majority of women whom demonologists branded as witches, were practitioners of
various fertility cults aimed at increasing propagation and letting women take control of their
own bodies. While Federici posits that the witch-hunt “expropriated women from their bodies,
which were thus “liberated” from any impediment preventing them to function as machines for
the production of labor” (184), she adds the caveat that this explanation cannot fully elaborate
the link between “the attack on witches and the development of a new concern, among
Europeans statists and economists, with the question of reproduction and population size”
(181).
In claiming that midwives were witches who merited death by burning, modernity sought to
silence alternative voices which could destabilize its growth to power, push these voices to the
margins till they would become its outside. There were also male healers and they too had
powers that could be used and abused, but given the inherent androcentrism in society, male
healers, as a class, were considered more benevolent than their female counterparts, who, given
that they were women, were perceived as irrational and more prone to whimsically misusing
their powers. The idea of the ‘magical man’ – a man with powers and abilities not explainable by
usual, common day terms – transmuted into the ‘medical man’ – a man with extra-ordinary
powers to treat phenomena hitherto considered the handiwork and whims of gods or the
negative forces (McKenzie 1927, 3-5), while the idea of the ‘magical woman’ became
synonymous with the malevolent witch.
“The story of the rise of the psychomedical experts – doctors, psychologist, and sundry related
professionals”, writes Barbara Ehrenreich, “has often been told as an allegory of science versus
superstition” (2005, 37), where the modalities of male practitioners got separated from the
practices of females along each side of the divide – science and superstition – respectively. The
rise of the psychomedical experts heralded the birth of modernity, where science implied
rationality and truth, the verifiable and the logical. The knowledge-practice of women healers
stood for the opposites of these, and was duly shunned. The witch trials sealed the moral and
intellectual hegemony of the male doctor and of medical science. The ground was slowly lost,
the battle having centered on “the right to heal” (ibid, 38).
In an ironic turn of beliefs, it was – in subsequent times – this alleged ‘lack of power’ which
further pushed the female midwife to the periphery of respectable practice. Childbirth was
considered both natural and highly vulnerable, and in some worldviews outside that of modern
science, also strongly susceptible to the malevolence of evil spirits and displeasure of gods.
Kaosar Afsana and Sabina Rashid describe how rural women in Bangladesh attribute any form
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of complications in birth “to supernatural causes” (2000, 28). The Andeas community in Bolivia
is highly careful about the sajt’ay – which is “an affliction which is greatly feared and believed to
be nearly always fatal” (Murphy-Lawless 1998, 1). Placating the unseen and/or countering them
is an art not expected to be wielded by laymen; expertise was called for, which came in the form
of godmen and shamans, both male. Abnormal and deformed births, and excessively prolonged
labours are believed to be the handiwork of evil spirits; shamans are called in to deal with such
cases, since the female midwife is not supposed to be (any longer) powerful enough to control
the evil spirits.
The first step of marginalization was thus achieved by the twin and contradictory projects of
labeling the midwife too powerful to be good to society, and later, too powerless to be able to
effectively deal with the malevolent supernatural world. The second step of marginalization was
affected by obstetric science when it focussed on co-opting the birthing body.
The process of birthing was fundamentally described as pathology and perceptions of ‘risk’ and
‘care’ were redefined within the paradigm of medical science. Obstetrics came to indicate that,
for women, “pregnancy and birth cannot be judged as normal until after birth” (ibid, 8), and Jo
Murphy-Lawless surmises that this is linked to an account of normality “that is derived in part
from an abstract female body rather than on the multiple possibilities of individual women’s
bodies”. It was in this context that pregnancy, as an idea, evolved into an ailment; the woman
became the ‘patient’ who could no longer ‘give birth’ but had to be ‘delivered’ by doctors.2
Cecilia van Hollen writes:
[P]regnant women are thus constructed as ‘patients’, who must always be managed by the
medical establishment … the biomedical model of birth that emerged in the context of the
Industrial Revolution, like biomedical models of the body more generally, conceived of
women’s reproductive bodies as machines with standardized time limits for production.
(2003, 114)3

In India, the focus on taking birth to the institution gathered momentum in the 19th century, but
the rationale was different from that which oversaw the drive in Western Europe. Obliterating
the Indian midwife (dai) was indeed a political mandate of the colonial state and certain
nationalist avant-gardes, but the issue was overdetermined by other impetuses of modernity,
leading to a unique moment of rupture in the woman question.
The ‘Dai Question’ in Mid and Late Colonial India


A contestation of knowledge systems

By the 19th century and in the European worldview, biomedical knowledge had become the
hegemonic system of interpreting the human body, and obstetrics – as part of the same – was
2

See Foucault (1973), Murphy-Lawless (1998), Oakley (1986), Gibson (2002) for literature and discussion on
how the birthing woman got transformed into the patient who needed to be delivered by trained personnel.
3

However, mobilizing women to skip the midwife and come to the maternity ward was a long and difficult
process, especially since women (in the early days of obstetrics in Western Europe) largely believed that
hospitals actually drove up death rates; Faith Gibson describes (2002) how a lot of charity hospitals in England
offered food and lodging as incentives to prostitutes and destitutes to effectively lure them to the hospital, a
„strategy‟ curiously similar to that adopted by the Indian state two centuries later, the only change being in the
nature of the contemporary incentive where food and lodging have been replaced by cash.
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making a sure-footed entry into its colonies. Maternity lying-in hospitals were coming up in
India – Madras followed by Bombay and Calcutta4 – at different points in the mid-19th century,
funded mostly by philanthropic groups and individuals.5
But the in-flow of obstetric patients was thin and upper class women were commonly reluctant
to access institutionalized maternity services; even as Western modernity was believed to
showcase promises of better ontologies which were adopted by nationalists on several
occasions, the fear of socio-moral ‘contamination’ accosted them as well. While Western medical
knowledge (especially obstetrics) was relatively unsceptically embraced, the very venue
offering the reified knowledge (i.e., hospitals) was perceived as threatening, imbued with the
potential to ‘contaminate’ and disrupt the class-religion quotient of elite Indian (Hindu) women.
The idea of an ‘Indian modernity’, whereby modernity implied a blend of specific western
practices and Indian traditional values, stood counterpoised with the notion of Western
modernity which seemed to be infiltrated by a range of debased and ‘anti-Indian tradition’
practices.
Interesting to note is that, notwithstanding the relatively bleak use of obstetric facilities, the
demand for setting up maternity hospitals did not die down. People who remained ideologically
invested in the superior quality of obstetrics continued to argue for more women-only hospitals,
and funds flowed in as well. The issue was not prompted by any revenue or business model, but
by the moral imperative to physically establish the very structures of the knowledge form which
was perceived as the single hegemonic possibility for the modern Indian consciousness. The
dearth in the number of ‘convinced’ women did not make the knowledge of modern medicine
suspect; the struggle was oriented not in examining the validity of the science for relevance or
contextuality, but in increasing its catchment population: this is when focus turned to the dais.
Dais were commonly women from lower castes6 who came in to attend to birthing women when
called for, and often received little or no remuneration; they were also usually untouchables,
and rarely perceived with any gratitude for their work. But – ironically –modernity held the dais
responsible for perpetuating homebirths, what it considered ‘harmful practice’, and
consequently demanded for erasure of the community. Modernity seemed to bestow –
4

Maternity lying-in hospitals came up in these three British presidencies in the heels of one another, which now,
in their capacity as metropolitan cities, are known by the names of Chennai, Mumbai and Kolkata respectively.
5

The 19th century was a time when most upper class Indians – especially in the northern and western parts of the
country – conformed to the purdah system. Called the zenana ladies or the purdanasheen, both upper class
Muslim and Hindu women led cloistered lives after marriage (and post- widowhood in case of Hindu women);
given that most of them were married off early, women spent almost an entire lifetime inside the zenana. The
rules of the zenana did not permit women to access public spaces; it also disallowed outsider males from
entering the zenana, thereby relegating and containing the women strictly in the „domestic‟. But the 19th century
was also a time when some women were breaking out of these conventions and claiming their rights, becoming
educated and fighting biases to get trained as doctors. These co-existing and conflicting trends shaped the daiquestion to a significant extent as we shall see.
6

At this point it is important to mention that though this paper does not address the question of caste or the
implications of being lower caste in a caste-conscious country, it certainly does acknowledge that this gradient
intimately impinges upon the issue of the dai. The relation between pollution-dirt-cleanliness and (low) caste
have an overdetermined, palimpsestic history in India; however, analysing caste at length and weaving it into
the equations of gender, development and violence is a complex aspect which is outside the immediate scope of
this paper.
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unwittingly albeit – a reverse agency on the community, whereby dais were perceived powerful
enough to be ‘determining’ the birthing mode of a large number of women in the country.
The irony then lies in the fact that though obstetrics-modernity considered the dai a figure
lacking in all significant respects, it also pitched her as an opponent of sorts, in some ways –
paradoxically – acknowledging her potential as an equal. But this ‘contestation’ – so to say – was
not charted along equal lines by each side; the dai never ‘fought back’. It was also not a
contestation between proponents of maternity hospitals and those of dai-practice, but a onesided colonising mission, an advocacy for a different ideology of birth rather than about
“examining just another system” of knowledge (Forbes 1994) to objectively examine their
respective possibilities. Sarah Pinto argues that this ‘different ideology’ was insistent on
suppressing not just a group of people, but “a particular architecture” of knowledge (2008, 218).
Referring to the tussle between these ‘ideologies’, David Arnold points out that imperial
hegemony stood for “a deliberate confrontation with indigenous values and political power”
(qtd. Forbes 2005, 80, emphasis added) – thereby hinting at a project which was rigged from the
start.
As with the colonial-nationalist issue of Sati, the dai became “the ‘ground’ for colonial and
nationalist ideologies and performances, rather than being subjects in whose welfare the state
had a genuine interest” (Pinto 2008, 218; also Qadeer 1998, van Hollen 2003). This can be
further extended to argue that the colonial state had no interest whatsoever in the welfare or
well-being of dais. But while the state believed that there was nothing worthy in dai-practice
which merited taking care of, the figure of the dai, at a discursive level, continued to hold the
state and consequently modernity at ransom. Arnold stresses on the “strangeness” of the efforts
to incorporate women into colonial medical discourse which went hand-in-glove with the effort
to “replace or reform the traditional Indian midwives or dais” (1993, 257); while Arnold does
not unpack the strangeness, it can be said to lie in the fact that modernity, despite its promises
of grand narratives and universal metaphors of good living, failed to advocate for the merits of
its own institution (viz., of obstetric science) on its own; it felt compelled to actively vilify what
otherwise it considered a mere lacking space. As if, it was only by using the language of
comparatives that modernity could convince others of its own superiority and relevance.


The Lady Dufferin’s Fund and fracturing of ‘women’ as a constituency

The vilification project received definitive thrust once the Lady Dufferin’s Fund was set up in
1885. The Fund worked in a way fundamentally different from all existing discrete funds: it was
the first and only Fund that actively involved the colonial state in birthing matters.7 The
discursive effect of the Fund was also significant in a way that implicated no other funds with
similar objectives: in the wake of the Dufferin’s Fund, the very debate for allowing women study
medicine received a fillip, even as the terms of the debate changed to cater to more utilitarian
7

However, this state was not the administrative state which deliberated on „more important‟ matters pertaining
to English rule in India; this was what might be called, the „feminine colonial state‟, its administrative core
constituted of wives of diplomats. The „germ‟ of the idea of this Fund was articulated by the Queen, and she
later also acceded to become the Fund‟s „Chief Patroness‟; however, a close reading of the circumstances
leading to her involvement, and her mode of placing the specific personal request to Lady Dufferin shows (as I
have elaborately illustrated-argued in my doctoral thesis) that the Queen was involved in the idea of the Fund as
a woman with Imperial authority, not as the a-gendered Crown.
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ends. The imperative to train women as doctors was now no more just about the ‘rights’ of
eligible women to study medicine, but about meeting the medical needs of elite women who
could not access Western medicine; the terms of the debate for women’s medical education was
now informed by the market language of need and supply, and this reprioritization was selfevident in the Fund’s title – ‘The National Association for the Supply of Female Medical Aid to
the Women of India’. As The Bengalee argued in an article, women should be allowed to study
medicine “in the interests of the womanhood of this country”; while it is known that women
were largely perceived as reproductive entities, the 1880s archives show how the identity of the
female doctor was sabotaged in similar ways as well. The ‘objective’ for the creation of female
doctors was not to serve mankind at large, but to attend to specific culture-generated gaps in
‘male’ medical services. In a manner of subverted professional security, the woman-doctor
already had a patient-population ready for her.
The primary objective of the Fund was to take birth to the hospital but it did not stop at
advocating the alleged merits of an institutional birth over a home-birth. It felt the need to
actively denigrate the community which oversaw births at home. However, this ‘politics of
venue’ was not a contestation over the material venue of birth, but one over the ideology that
each venue symbolized. Consequently, a sustained criticism of the home-as-venue necessarily
led to one against the dai.8 The Fund activated mobilization against the dai,9 primarily as a step
towards establishing the superiority and validity of obstetric institutions. Fighting the
obstetrics-versus-dai battle in the space of the home could mean a slower chance of winning; on
the contrary, if the birthing woman was taken out of the home to the hospital, the battle would
already be won, because, the hospital – by being the space of the modern – was outside the
reach of the non-modern practitioner, definitionally: as Forbes has said and has been quoted
above, modernity’s agenda was not to objectively engage with another, different system of
knowledge but to promote and establish a different ideology, which was expected to become the
only ideology of understanding childbirth.
Maneesha Lal describes the Fund as the “single most important institutionalization of gender in
the history of colonial medicine in India” (2009, 56), and gender was implicated at multiple
levels: Pandita Ramabai’s deposition at the 1882 Hunter Commission, those of Mrs Scharlieb
and Bielby before the Queen, and the personal request of the Queen to Lady Dufferin, laid the
ground for the gendering. The Fund and its proponents aimed to ‘modernize’ the birthing lives

8

It might seem commonsensical that the home gets mapped on to the indigenous birth practitioner and her
knowledge; but there are contexts which rupture this „commonsense‟. In certain First World countries like The
Netherlands and some parts of other Scandinavian countries, a home-birth is not necessarily a non-obstetric
birth. A woman opting for a homebirth in The Netherlands implies economic affluence (Naraindas 2014, 128)
and heightened autonomy over her body and her life choices. Such a situation also implies that the woman has a
certified midwife or doctor to attend to her at home, and she would also be in contact with the emergency
commute services of the nearest hospital. The description of a homebirth in The Netherlands reveals that it does
not essentially stand counterpoised to obstetrics; quite on the contrary. In such situations the knowledge of the
institution has been taken home, literally. The set-up at such first world homes is obstetric in essence. In such
spaces then, the „outside of the institution‟ is to be searched for elsewhere, not at the home.
9

For instance, the Hindoo Patriot, despite discussing and extensively debating on issues of women‟s education,
modern science, indigenous systems of knowledge (especially Ayurveda), admission of women students into
medical colleges, and the sanctity of the zenana, never addressed the exclusive topic of the „dai‟ until the
Dufferin Fund was in place and flourishing in 1885.
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of upper class Indian women, and in this mission, defined another community of Indian women
as the enemy, the outsider.
The coming together of women to save women from women offers a unique moment in the
history of the woman question in colonial India, when women got consolidated into three
groups10 and intervention was sought from a fourth quarter also constituted chiefly of women.
While on the face of it, a larger battle of gender equality was being charted (and gradually being
won) with women breaking gender barriers and becoming physicians, while India seemed to be
moving ‘ahead’ with the formation of mixed-gender classes in medical colleges much before
than many countries in the West, a different text was being scribbled on the underside of these
liberated-progressive moves, when women were making women the ‘ground’ over whom a
surreptitious fight was being chalked out against a third category of women.
Mrinalini Sinha has argued (2006) how the mobilization engendered by the publication of
Katherine Mayo’s Mother India (1927) led women across religious divides to coalesce around
the issue which eventually compelled state intervention and led to the passing of the Sarda Act
(1929). “The unprecedented involvement of women and of women’s organisations in the
debates surrounding the Sarda Act underwrote a crucial political development: the construction
of women as both the subjects and the objects of social reform in India” (Sinha 153, emphasis in
original) – unlike either the Sati or Widow Remarriage debates in India, where women were
never the subject or object of the debates, but the ‘ground’ over which Indian men fought their
nationalist/ideological battles.
However, I argue in my thesis that much prior to this moment of organic sisterhood shaping up
around a single issue of national importance which collapsed the divide between the
inner/religious and the outer/law, there was this other moment in history when women
identified women as adversaries – when women became, not only both the subject and the
object of reform, but also the reason which warranted reform. The dai question in colonial India
marked a distinct moment in Indian proto-feminism, when Indian and English women came
together to save ‘tradition-bound’ Indian women from ‘harmful’ Indian women.


The ‘traditional Indian birth attendant’: no place in ‘tradition’, no place in
modernity

Western modernity invoked mixed responses from liberal nationalists: a desire to hold on to the
‘better parts’ of indigenous knowledges/practices co-existed with the impulse to access
‘superior’ knowledge forms offered by Western modernity – the ‘Renaissance’ reformers “were
highly selective in their acceptance of liberal ideas from Europe” (Chatterjee 1989, 235).
As Lata Mani shows, during the Sati debate, Rammohun Roy, notwithstanding his avowed
position as a ‘modernist’, took recourse to the Vedas and ancient Hindu scriptures to fight Sati,
arguing that the practice was never recommended by the ancient scriptures, and that practicing
10

The three quarters were constituted by: (i) women who formed the „modern brigade‟, who disregarded
cultural prescriptions/proscriptions and enrolled as medical students or advocated for it; (ii) the much larger
constituency which remained in the space of the domestic-private. It was especially for this constituency that the
former group was expected to design its own medical missions; (iii) the marginal constituency which was held
responsible for perpetuating harmful practices in the lives of the second constituency – i.e., the indigenous birth
attendants.
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Sati was violating Hindu tradition. An originary notion of Hindu ‘tradition’, perceived as golden
and glorious was commonly evoked to establish the erstwhile grandeur of the colony, besides
using it to counter the charges of depravation and decay levelled against it from time to time.
The evocation helped in the ‘constructive’ process of self-establishment, self-preservation, and
self-validation. While the past was valourized, the present state of decline was made into the
grounds for justifying the introduction of new and ‘better’ systems of practice. However, this
distinction between a golden past and a decaying present did not impinge upon the dai: when
dais were vilified, no stories emerged of erstwhile great, glorified dais belonging to a lost golden
era who were the epitome of the ideal/perfect birth attendant.11 The dai was the indigenous
‘Indian’ birth attendant who had no place in the ‘Indian’ scheme of ancient-glorious things.
In debates on Widow Remarriage, reformers presented their position as “no radical innovation,
but merely an attempt at restoring ‘the days of our past glory’” (Chakravarti 2013, 89). The
same argument was used by Ramabai and others who advocated for the rights of women to
receive education, by evoking the mythological figures of Gargi, Maitreyi and Draupadi. In the
Sati debate Rammohun argued that widows should not be burned because the ancient texts
never recommended it. Even in arguments to increase the age of marriage especially for women,
stories and episodes from the Mahabharata and other Puranik texts were commonly shared. 12
The impulse of ‘restoring’ past glory worked in all these moments which shaped the woman
question in colonial India. However, when the knowledge of the dais got measured at all, no past
was ever evoked; the dais’ knowledge was measured against a system of knowledge which had
emanated in a different location – the West.
The dai did not exist in any ancient scheme of glorified practices – she was always-already
‘fallen’; she did not have a place in the projected future scheme of things, which was distinctly
headed towards obstetrics. She was there only in the present and solely as a harmful agent who
merited effacement for the greater common (reproductive) good. The dai was always located at
the bottom of the ladder but her ‘fall’ to the bottom was never traceable simply because she was
never accorded an erstwhile ‘higher’ position. There was no ‘rise’ possible for her either, unless
she let herself be taken over by obstetrics, in which case she would anyway cease to be a dai.
She was – in all effect – a nonentity in the larger historical scheme of things, a rootless, past-less
and future-less problematic blemishing the scheme of present living.
11

Ayurvedic texts, particularly Caraka Samhita and Prasuti Tantra, have elaborate sections on pregnancy,
childbirth and child care. However, these texts are in Sanskrit which traditionally has been considered a
language invested with the sacredness associated with Brahmins, which consequently implied that these were
not meant to be perused by the masses. Dais were doubly denied access, for being women and non-upper caste,
often of very low castes. The bottom line is that, while theoretical guidelines on attending to birth existed in
ancient India, real-life practitioners were not glorified or valourized. The disjunct between theory and practice
mapped on to a hierarchical gender-division.
12

Madhava Rao, in a speech condemning the practice of child marriage, bolstered his arguments by showcasing
„evidence‟ of the high standards of ancient Hindus, by describing the practices of a particular community of
“very superior” Brahmins of “the highest caste”, who, by dint of having resided in a landlocked part of
Travancore, managed to have all the “original” Hindu customs survive time-wrought ravages and mutations
(The Bengalee 1885, Aug 08). This suspended-in-time and frozen-in-praxis community thus became for Rao,
the epitome and „proof‟ of originary Hinduism where he described, women were married only when they were
20 or 25 years old, concluding that this proves that 19th century Hindus too should raise the age of marriage of
their girls.
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Dai-vilification in India started in the mid- and late 19th century and continues till date; thus, one
is intrigued to realize that the dai has continued to live on, despite the dais never having offered
any strategized, consolidated resistance to obstetrics. The argument does seem credible that the
dai, as a contingent agent, has constantly (even if surreptitiously) short-circuited modernity,
forced modernity to reorient its plans and priorities, and made itself into an integral part –
modernity’s constitutive underside, as if – even if modernity never acknowledges it.
The Postcolonial Dai: Co-opted, Disciplined, Ambiguous


Obstetricizing the dai, obliterating the knowledge

The postcolonial period partially acknowledged the dai as a remainder figure – a figure that had
somehow carried on to stay put in the contemporary, and one that was the focus of an
obliteration project. It apparently seems that from the 15th and 16th centuries, through the late
colonial period in India, till the early postcolonial days, the one-agenda mission of state powers
had been the obliteration of the (female) indigenous birth attendant. While that is not
completely untrue, what kept changing were the terms of this grand project of modernity, the
conflict and the rhetoric of its rationales. And so, different from the previous phases, when the
dai was revisited by the postcolonial Indian state in the latter half of the 20th century, the agenda
was not so much of erasing the figure in toto, as changing the knowledge she embodied. And this
perceived separation between the figure of the dai and the knowledge-practice she was seen to
embody implied that she was sought to be ‘trained’, to be obstetricized and made into an agent
of obstetrics, albeit absolutely marginal. The dai, in this context, was seen as an empty signifier,
one from whom a system of knowledge could be ‘taken off’ and another put on, only after a few
days of ‘training’. She was a mere ‘peg’ in this scheme of things.
The imperative to retain the figure of the dai and to seemingly ‘use’ her ‘new’ skills – thereby
bestowing a legitimacy of sorts on her – stemmed from the state’s realization of the deep
crevices between its developmental dreams and the reality of resource restraints. The dai was
to ‘fill in’ certain gaps, but only till such time that the more desired ‘better’ substitutes were not
obtained13 – the apathy against the figure of the indigenous birth attendant had not got erased,
but the state had only negotiated with it as part of its own development strategy.
The Bhore Committee set the pace in 1946 by suggesting in its report that ‘trained’ dais be
incorporated into mainstream health services (Sadgopal 2012, 213), and soon after
independence, the state started to sponsor dai-training in several states. However, the ‘success’
varied: in some parts of the country (e.g., in Bengal) dais were much forthcoming in receiving
the training that would render them legitimate agents within mainstream medical discourse.
Asha Achuthan, as both a trainer on such programmes and scholar, writes: “The dais knew there
was something in this for them. The kits that would be distributed at the end of the session, the
13

As the state remained unable to access its birthing subjects in remote interiors, and continued to remain
afflicted with systemic problems like the unwillingness of medical graduates to serve a term in rural areas (a
trend with continues to this day), coupled with lack of infrastructure in the Primary Healthcare Centres, it
realized the dai could remain an active and prominent alternative for several women. Akhil Gupta points out
(1998) that a defining characteristic of postcolonial rural Indian identity is development, and dais both hinder
and help in the development project: they are considered much worse than obstetric practitioners, lowering the
development grades; but they also help in scaling up the grades by at least being there to help the millions of
rural women who otherwise would have no one (read, doctors) to tend to them during childbirth.
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legitimation of their knowledge by the ‘sarkar’14 – they were now trained dais, not just dais”
(2004, 17, emphasis added).
However, in some other parts of the country the response was starkly different. Pinto discusses
how several dais in rural Uttar Pradesh refused to enroll for the trainings, since they did not
want to get themselves socially marked out as dais. Pinto explains that this was because dais
came from the lowest of castes15 and most local birth-attendants did not want to own up being a
dai by enrolling for a distinctly ‘dai training’ programme. For the woman working as a birth
attendant in her own locality, her identity as one was often incidental, while the state tried to fix
labels through the trainings.
The training programmes also attempted to enrol anybody who it perceived as a birth worker,
but at the ground level there existed a distinct hierarchy between a woman who delivered the
child, who cleaned up after delivery, and the one who undertook postpartum care. Pinto writes:
“Local forms of birth-related work also defy state, international, and feminist fantasies about
‘traditional midwives,’ consisting instead of many overlapping practitioners and a basic – and
largely ignored – division between baby-delivering and postpartum care” (2008, 16). But the
programmes expected all sub-categories of women to sit in the same room during the training
sessions, use a common training kit, caring little for the caste rules which forbade them to sit
together (Sadgopal 2012, 216). Issues of caste and class barely informed the vision of these
programmes.
According to the National Population Policy (2000), the indigenous players are actually brought
in to “fill in gaps in manpower at village levels” (Achuthan 2004, 5, emphasis added).16 Several
erstwhile dais have now been ‘converted’ into link health-workers, but they are not primary
care providers (Sadgopal 2012, 214); these marginal agents with no decision making power
have been taught to identify obstetric complications and to timely refer cases to the Primary
Healthcare Centre (PHC) or hospital, depending on the severity, and to understand that they
should not conduct deliveries. And training is not apolitical; Pinto argues that training –
… does not mean absorbing these people into a particular infrastructure. Rather, it entails a
transformation that begins with ambiguity about the untrained TBA, rendered both obstacle
and resource. Ambiguity is reshaped in the trained TBA, as tradition is redrawn. (2008, 229,
emphasis added)

The state pays a link health-worker a commission for each case she brings to the institution. It
also pays the pregnant woman money (as incentive) for delivering at the institution (under the
NRHM Janani Suraksha Yojana). Since the postcolonial state agreed that rural poor women – as
14

Though the word „sarkar‟ has other connotations, in this context it implies the government or the state.

15

It has been well documented that dais are women from the lowest of castes and are commonly taken for
granted by their community fellows. Ill-treatment and misplaced accusations are not uncommon for them.
Jeffery et al. describe a dai exclaiming aloud when a laboring woman passes urine on her dress. On hearing this,
the mother-in-law of the pregnant woman shouts back, “What‟s that for you to fuss about? Isn‟t all of a dai‟s
work defiling?” (1989, 17) On another occasion a dai is verbally abused and denied remuneration for having
delivered a girl child.
16

However, as Achuthan points out, in the post-independence developmentalist state, inclusion was not as much
a problem as the “terms of inclusion … What happens through dominant development discourse today is an
inclusion of women on these terms, as the […] other who must be brought into the liberal framework of
capability and agency … so that they can then be trained into ‘better’ ways.” (2004, 5, emphasis added).
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both birthing women who were accessing dais, and dais themselves – were responsible for
tampering with the development project, the training of dais and cash incentives for birthing
women and dais were designed as solutions to take care of both these constituencies, to
obstetrically discipline their birthing behaviour.


Ambiguity and slippage in the contemporary

Sarah Pinto shores up the fragmented nature of the dai in late 20th century rural Uttar Pradesh
to show how, while from the vantage point of the WHO, the World Bank, the Indian state, and
other developed nations, India continues to remain menacingly in the retrograde clutches of the
dai, from closer-to-ground vantage points, locating a human figure who is unambiguously a dai
has become a challenge. What the global powers have missed out are the social and cultural
convictions, ideologies, practices and beliefs that impinge upon this caste and gender ridden
category in its day-to-day. A dai is understood by the work she does in a community, and with
the rural space getting enmeshed in a conglomeration of knowledge systems and practices, with
the medical intern, the indigenous practitioner, the TBA (where ‘T’ stands for Trained), and the
skilled birth attendant, all working together, pinpointing a ‘dai’ becomes a formidable challenge.
Pinto writes: “[F]ew things boggle the mind when entering the official health-oriented settings
[…] than the range of discourses – often meant to counteract one another – on the “dai” and her
role in health care delivery” (2008, 212). A dai has become an empty signifier which
stakeholders fill in with meanings from their own ideological perspectives. In terms of an
everyday meaning making, the dai exists for us, but only in places ‘far away’ from our modern,
developed daily world – and the underlying assumption is that once the villages develop, dais
will become extinct.
In the contemporary the dai is both an agent of change and a subject of blame; she is expected to
work skilfully enough to reduce India’s maternal and infant mortality rates, and she is also
expected to work better than run-of-the-mill obstetricians by trying for a vaginal delivery for
cases that can afford the wait, follow ‘care-based’ methods such as massaging the perinea with
warm oil so as to avoid a tear and delaying cord-cutting. At the same time, she is seen as the
backward, uneducated, intuitive woman who has to be trained in the basics of maternity care.
The dai remains both central and marginal in counterpoised ways – she is the resourceful
hindrance – expected to both, perform now, as well as get ready for obliteration in the imminent
future. She is a symbol of the failure of the state; she is also the state’s only hope in providing
minimum level of care to birthing women in areas where its own more legitimate agents fail to
go.
It has been argued that the dai was a product of colonial codification; Pinto posits that the dai in
contemporary India is also ‘created’ – she is a product of the interaction of several, often
counterpoised and disparate discourses; she is, what Pinto calls, “the black box category ‘dai’”
(ibid, 213). The ‘ideal’ dai today is envisioned as one struggling to keep ahead of the dark
loopholes of traditional backwardness, eager to learn and enlist with the NGOs providing
training and willing to pass on her ‘clients’ to the nearest healthcare centre on time, and to act in
the best interest of the patient. However, she serves only as an appendix of the state – marginal
and ultimately redundant – not as its apparatus. She is required to monitor pregnancies, while
she herself remains under surveillance by health officers. The state – in accordance with global
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development visions – ‘creates’ the figure of the dai who is extremely pro-state, modern,
liberated, minimally informed by issues of caste, pollution and social exploitation.
It is modernity’s non-negotiable need to identify spaces, practices, and modes of living as
‘traditional’, and in this case, tradition and the dai are ideas which are co-constitutive because
“the idea of ‘tradition’ is at once that which characterises the TBA and that which the TBA helps
to define” (224). Tradition is made coterminous with the local, the cultural, the indigenous, “all
of which are primarily defined by being neither modern, scientific nor universal” (225). This
building up of a fixed, specific local/cultural/traditional, subsumes the individual woman; even
as she is marked in her every day by her caste, poverty and gender, she gets reified as a capable
and willing agent who can make a choice in the global neo-liberal development discourse.
Despite the pathologization of the traditional as a concept, the category dai/TBA continues to
symbolise “both staticity and plasticity” (226) – she is expected to be both resistant and
susceptible to change. The ‘trained’ dai comes to form a makeshift bridge between the modern
world of obstetricians and nurses, and the frozen world of the spontaneous, indigenous dai.
Conclusion
The objective of this paper had been to shore up the dynamic nature of one of the most spreadout projects of modernity, viz., that of erasing the female, indigenous birth attendant. Since the
violence in this project – spanning centuries, contexts and agendas – was never explicit or
distinctly hammered home, this paper too abstained from adopting an analysis of the events to
lay bare the moments of violence. Violence was surreptitious and more embedded in the very
impetus of modernity to marginalize at worst and erase at best the ‘outside’ it created in the
first place, than in its mission to obstetricize the birthing experience of its subjects. Instead, the
language had always been of benevolence and accommodation: the widespread phenomenon of
witch-hunting saw a social erasure of the erstwhile ‘supernatural’ powers of female healers, and
eventually, female birth attendants lost the ground to, first, men healers, and then to science. In
an ironic manoeuvring of circumstances thus, women birth attendants/healers were found
lacking, by the twin – and otherwise mutually counterpoised – frames of the non-scientific and
the scientific.
The 19th century colonial Indian project was designed by the imperatives to extend the benefits
of western medicine to the women deprived of the same, bound by custom. The early
postcolonial and contemporary Indian state are seemingly far more ‘sensitive’ towards the dai,
offering to train her and retain her as part of the mainstream healthcare services, even as we are
urged to remain cautious about the very trope of ‘sensitivity’, for, “Sensitivity is a precursor to
eradication at worst, and transformation at best, making cultural understanding an
instrumental rather than general principle” (Pinto 2008, 226).
The non-obstetric birth attendant continues to befuddle us: getting trained, becoming a nursemidwife, often even lapsing back to being a dai,17 slipping away into ambivalent silences. These
are actually the moments which not only keep the dialogue between modernity and this
17

In a village in Madhya Pradesh, a group of us met a dai – Mamta dai – who had been a dai in her earlier life
and was later trained by the state as a TBA; but once she ran out of the perishables in her TBA-kit (and since
neither did the state replenish those nor did the families of women she went to deliver wish to buy them for her
use), she went back to her „dai-ways‟ of delivery (Ghoshal 2014).
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slippery outside of its dynamic on, but also insinuate, from time to time, the faultlines and weak
points in the mammoth project. This paper pointed to the complexities that the contestation
between modernity-obstetrics and the dai engendered during late 19th century in India, when
the dai-question was implicated within the woman-question and the community of ‘women’
split along not only different, but competing lines. The paper thus shored up how, despite the
sustained efforts to erase the non-modern/non-obstetric birth attendant, modernity has failed
to do so, mostly because modernity needs to keeps relying on its derogated underside, on its
lacking other to not only fortify the rationale for its existence, but to actually shape its success
points as well.
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